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BOILERMAKER CLUB 
The Boilermaker originated in the USA 
and was popularised by 19th Century 
Steelworkers in Pennsylvania, who drank 
to forget factory life. It was traditionally 
taken as a whiskey shot, chased with  
a beer. Here in Northern Ireland  
we prefer to take our time and appreciate 
whiskey and beer, what’s the rush, right?

In this Boilermaker menu, you’ll find  
a few of our carefully chosen 
recommended beer and whiskey pairings. 
As we enter this edition, we’ve shortlisted 
the customer favourites from all three 
volumes with some of our classic  
to the more adventurous pairings. Enjoy 
our Irish twist on the Boilermaker;  
an American drinking tradition.
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WOOD, WHISKEY AND THE ONION.  
The Dirty Onion is the oldest timber-framed building  
in Belfast, dating back to 1680. When we were born  
in 2013, we exposed the original timber frames and beams  
for everyone to see. Some people think we have left the 
building unfinished, but we see it as showcasing our grand 
history. Our hand-carved bar top is made from aged, dried  
elm from Enniskillen, County Fermanagh, and was the final 
piece to be put in place the day before we opened.  
When we came up with this menu, we wanted to present  
it in something that reflected our woody roots whilst also 
connecting to whiskey history... 
 
HANDCRAFTED BOILERMAKER BOARDS 
We came up with a unique way to serve whiskey and beer, 
using authentic Irish whiskey barrel staves. We returned  
to the same timber yard who made our bar top and put them 
to work carving, treating and branding tailor-made boards  
to fit our whiskey glasses perfectly. Today your Boilermaker  
is presented on these special boards, giving a Dirty Onion 
twist to your Boilermaker experience. 
 
AGEING WHISKEY IN WOOD 
Most of you know whiskey is aged in wood barrels but  
you might not realise how much impact the different types  
of barrels and ageing processes have in creating the complex 
and wonderful flavours that make whiskey great.  
As a whiskey’s age becomes less of a focus, the wood  
of the barrels is fast becoming the main attraction. You’ll  
find details on the wood throughout this menu, which  
should prove interesting and informative. If you have any 
further questions, please ask our staff. This menu aims  
to help you appreciate how different flavours of beer and 
whiskey complement each other; special mention to wood 
though, wood is good.
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£8.50

Jameson  
CASKMATE’s  
STOUT 
(Cork, Ireland)W
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The one that started it all on our original boilermaker  
menu. An old favourite. A cult classic. Roasted barley,  
rolled oats, chocolate and black malts combine to produce  
a traditional dry stout brimming with flavour. The gentle  
coffee aroma is balanced wonderfully by rich hop flavour. 
Chocolate, butterscotch and hoppy notes of Jameson  
Caskmates Stout Edition is balanced wonderfully with  
the gentle coffee and creamy character of Belfast Black.

BELFAST  
BLACK STOUT 
(Down, NI) 
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Passionfruit and grapefruit dominate the flavour profile,  
while the clean Irish malt keeps to the background, creating  
an intense, yet balanced hop-forward beer. his whiskey  
is finished in Californian Zinfandel casks giving it intense  
notes of maraschino cherries, marshmallow, red apples, pears 
and spice. We needed a big hop-driven beer for this pairing  
and the flavours in Little Fawn are anything but little!  
A perfect match.

£11.50

Green Spot 
Chateau 
Montelena  
(Dublin, Ireland)
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LITTLE FAWN 
SESSION 
(Sligo, Ireland) 
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A ruby tinted classic Irish red ale with a depth of malt flavour  
giving rich biscuit and gentle caramel notes. The deep malty  
flavours and rich biscuity character of this beer are a perfect  
contrast to the sweet buttery vanilla character of Jameson Black 
Barrel. Think heavily buttered Nutty Krust!

£9.50

Jameson  
BlacK Barrel 
(Cork, Ireland)
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Sullivan’s 
RED ALE 
(Kilkenny, Ireland) 
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This stout is one of our favourites! It has a very subtle 
sweetness that complements the malt and coffee flavour  
of the stout. Yellow Spot was a natural choice for us as it has  
its own coffee flavours to match. Matured in three different 
types of casks - urban barrels, cherry butts and malaga casks 
- brings a sweeter flavour to this excellent pot still whiskey. 
Honeycomb, milk chocolate, milky coffee, crème brûlée!  
It’s all here in this decadent pairing. Many have quoted this 
pairing like a liquid Crunchie bar 

£15.00
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Yellow Spot 
(Cork, Ireland)

Buried at Sea 
Milk Chocolate 
Stout 
(Galway, Ireland)
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And now for something a bit different. We thought  
we would mix it up a bit in Volume 4 and try and pair  
a cider – but not just any cider. MacIvors is a fantastic craft 
Irish cider made from 100 percent pressed Armagh apples, 
bringing a crisp apple flavour and a long, dry finish. Teeling 
Small Batch is matured in rum casks, adding a creamy vanilla  
and cinnamon taste and hints of apple pie on the nose,  
so it was a perfect combination for MacIvors. Not a typical 
‘Boilermaker’ but a brilliant pairing, nonetheless.

£8.50
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MACIVORS 
DRY CIDER 
(Armagh, NI)B
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TEELING 
SMALL BATCH  
(Dublin, Ireland) 
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Making a late entry as a guest boilermaker in Volume 3 before  
being added due to popular request in Volume 4, the new 
England IPAs are hazier with a smooth and creamy mouthfeel 
contrasted with a juicy sweetness. Atlantean is a soft, delicate 
beer with peachy undertones and a tropical aroma. What can  
we pair with a whiskey finished in IPA casks? An IPA! Hops, 
hops and hops. This bouncy pairing brings together the soft 
stone fruit flavours of Atlantean with the rich hoppy sweetness 
of Jameson Caskmates IPA edition.

Jameson 
Caskmates  
IPA Edition 
(Cork, Ireland)
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Atlantean  
NE IPA 
(Sligo, Ireland) 

N
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 ENGLAND IPA

A
T L A N T E A N

5.4% 5.4%

£8.80
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The inclusion of wheat in brewing beer is a welcome addition.  
The traditional flavour of fruit & spice compliment whiskey 
perfectly. Locally brewed in Hilden Brewery, Lisburn 
Fulcrum has a light clove and banana flavour Paired with 
Redbreast 12-year-old pot still whiskey packing with aromas 
of sweet fruit, toasted oak and warm spices. 

Think buttery hot-cross-buns topped with Banana.

£11.00

REDBREAST 
12 YEAR OLD 
(Dublin, Ireland) 
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FULCRUM 
WHEAT BEER 
(Antrim, NI) 
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